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This paper presents expressions for the optical power and fields radiated by an oscillating dipole in layered
structures, with loss or gain, that are easy to evaluate. For structures without loss or gain, it is discussed that
the radiated power is a direct measure for the local density of modes, whereas for structures with loss or gain,
this correspondence no longer holds due to interaction between the dipole and evanescent modes. The pre-
sented theory is illustrated with a number of examples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known f1,2g that the transition rate of spontane-
ously emitting atoms or molecules, as well as the corre-
sponding radiated optical field distribution, depend on the
local density of optical states corresponding to the electronic
energy of the excited state. The latter corresponds, from the
viewpoint of waveguide theory, to the local density of optical
modessLDOMd. Theoretical and experimental work in the
above field focuses among others on emitters in photonic
crystalsf3g, grated structuresf4g, two-dimensionals2Dd cy-
lindrically symmetric structuresf5,6g structures optimized
for collecting surface generated fluorescencef7g, and layered
structuresf8,9g. Scientific studies on the latter have been
performed because also in such structures the environmental
effects on the spontaneous emissionsSEd rates are consider-
ablef8–10g, and because the relative simplicity of such basic
structures allows for insight into the physical phenomenon of
environmental dependence of SE.

Theory of SE rates in layered structures has been pub-
lished by several authors for structures withoutf8,10–12g
and with lossf13–16g. Approximate treatments, including the
effect of guided modes, have been presented byf10g using
Green’s functions and byf11g on the basis of a Hertz vector
formalism. The treatment presented byf11g, as well as the
one byf12g, require an evaluation of guided modes occurring
in the sreald structure. Theory of power emitted by sources in
lossy layered structures has been presented byf13–15g, on
the basis of Fourier analysis. Inf16g, a detailed derivation is
given of Green’s functions for layered structures, which may
show gain. In the present paper, it is discussed how to derive
full expressions for both power, radiated by a classical oscil-
lating dipole, and the corresponding field distribution for lay-
ered structures, which may also show absorption and optical
gain in part of the layers. The evaluation of radiated fields
and power is performed by simple contour integration in the
complexki plane,ki being the in-plane modal wave number,
along a contour that is well-positioned relative to the poles
representing guided mode solutions. The relation between
the radiated power and the LDOM is discussed. As indicated
in the text, part of the expressions has been derived before by
f8,11g, considering radiation modes, and byf16g for lossy
structures; the derivations of these are also given here for
readability. The theory presented here includes the effects of

guided and evanescent modes as well. The inclusion of the
latter leads to unphysical divergence of the radiated power, if
the dipole is lying in a layer with loss or gain. As discussed
in this paper, this may be overcome by a so-called regular-
ization proceduref17g.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
basic equations and the used notation are presented. In Sec.
III, field solutions for the 2D case are considered, to ease the
discussion in Sec. IV where the field solutions for the 3D
case are presented and expressions are given for the power
radiated by an oscillating dipole. The paper ends with a num-
ber of applications of the presented theory in Sec. V, and
conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND NOTATION

According to the correspondence principle, results of
quantum theory have to be identical to that of classical
theory in the limit of many particles. So, it seems reasonable
f8g to use as a measure of the LDOM the power radiated by
a classical dipole. Then, the equations to be solved are Max-
well’s curl equations, given by, assuming nonmagnetic me-
dia,

= 3 E = − ivm0H s1d

and

= 3 H = iv«0«rE + ivP, s2d

where the polarization due to the radiating classical dipole at
r s, with electric dipole momentp, is given by

P = pdsr − r sd. s3d

In the above, the relative permittivity,«rs;n2d, n being the
refractive index, defines the layered structuressee Fig. 1d and
may be a complex function ofx, exceptsas explained in Sec.
III d in the two outermostssemi-infinited layers, which should
have no gain. For the dipole as well as for all fields, a time
dependence expsivtd is assumed but suppressed. The wave
equations to be solved follow from Eqs.s1d and s2d and are
given by

= 3 = 3 E = k0
2«rE + v2m0P, s4d
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«r = 3 1/«r = 3 H = k0
2«rH + iv = 3 P. s5d

The above two equations are equivalent but for simplicity we
will choose to solve Eq.s4d for s or TE polarization and Eq.
s5d for p or TM polarization.

Once we know the field distribution belonging to a radi-
ating dipole, the outgoing power can be calculated by evalu-
ating the power in the excited modes. However, it is more
convenient to consider the power,P, escaping from a small
sphere around the dipole atr s f8g. As discussed below, we
have to assume that the dipole-containing layer has a real
index in order to get a finite result for the escaping power.
The latter is given according to Poynting’s theorem by

P =
1

2
R

surface

ResE 3 H*dds

=
1

2
R

volume

Ref= · sE 3 H*dgdv, s6d

where the asterisks *d indicates the complex conjugate and
we used the theorem of Gauss for the second equality. Next,
using= ·sa3bd=b ·= 3a−a·= 3b and Eqs.s1d–s3d, it fol-
lows that

P = − v/2 ImfEsr sd ·p*g, s7d

where we have used that«rsr sd is real, so that a contribution
to P proportional torvolumeIms«ruEu2ddv vanishes.

For later use, we remark that a modal analogue to Eq.s7d
can be formulated for guided modes in the case of a structure
with real«rsxd. Only in that case, due to the orthogonality of
modes with the power-related inner productf17g, does it fol-
low for the power radiated into themth mode, after a similar
derivation as above, that

Pm =
1

2
R

surface

ResEm 3 Hm
*dds= − v/2 ImfEmsr sd ·p*g,

s8d

where the subscriptm labels modal field and power.
In order to explain the necessity to choose a real«r in the

vicinity of the dipole, we consider first the solutions to Eqs.
s4d and s5d for uniform space, with real«r. We choose to
solve Eq.s5d and use that the operator −= 3 =3 can be
rewritten into the operatorDs;]xx+]yy+]zzd, as= ·H =0, ac-
cording to Eq.s1d. Assuming only a single component of the
polarization,Px, it follows for the Fourier domain

sK2 − k2dH̃y/zskd = − / + vkz/ypx expsik · r sd/s2pd3/2. s9d

Here K2;k0
2«r, k ;skx,ky,kzdt, k;uk u, and H̃skd

;eHsr dexpsik ·r ddr / s2pd3/2. The electric field alongx cor-
responding to Eq.s9d follows with Eq. s2d,

Ẽx = − pxfsky
2 + kz

2d/sK2 − k2d + 1gexpsik · r sd/fs2pd3/2«0«rg.

s10d

In order to discuss the radiated power of a dipole in uniform

space, we consider the back transform ofẼx, which can be
written according to Eq.s10d as

Exsr d = A − Px/s«0«rd,

A ; −E pxsky
2 + kz

2d/sK2 − k2d

3expfik · sr s − r dgdk/s8p3«0«rd. s11d

Using that sky
2+kz

2d / sK2−k2d+1=sK2−kx
2d / sK2−k2d, it fol-

lows also from Eq.s10d that

Exsr d = − K2Bpx/s«0«rd − A/2,

B ;E 1/sK2 − k2dexpfik · sr s − r dgdk/s8p3d, s12d

where f19g B=exps−iK ur −r sud / s4pur −r sud, with K.0 as
only outgoing waves are considered. Combining Eqs.s11d
and s12d, it follows that

Exsr d = f− K2 exps− iK ur − r sud/s2pur − r sud

− dsr − r sdgpx/s3«0«rd. s13d

As can be seen, the solution blows up atr =r s, and contains
even a term with ad function, which would lead to an infi-
nite radiated power if«r would be complex. However, for
real «r the radiated power is finitef8g and is, according to
Eqs.s7d and s13d, given by

P = vk0
3nupxu2/s12p«0d. s14d

If «r were not real, a term proportional to
rvolumeIms«ruEu2ddv would have to be added to Eq.s14d. But,
as can be seen from Eq.s13d, this term would also cause the
radiated power to become infinite. The above artifacts occur-
ring for complex«r values are attributed to thesunphysicald
choice of point sources and probably also to the use of the
classical picture of uniformly absorbing or amplifying layers.
A treatment including extended sources would be interesting
but is beyond the scope of this paper. A simpler option to
avoid the above artifacts is the multiplication of the right-
hand side of Eq.s10d with a regularization termf17g given
by L4/ sL4+k4d, where 1/L corresponds to a certain length.
As a consequence of that, the effects of rapidly oscillating
fields, i.e., evanescent field solutions, are diminished, leading
to a finite value for the radiated power.

For real structures, it can be shownsin agreement with the
above correspondence principled, as discussed below, that

FIG. 1. Considered layer structure consisting of layers 1-p, with
an oscillating dipole in layeru, at r s. The field is evaluated atr s8

, in
layer v.
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rx/rx,0 = Pspxd/P0spxd, s15d

where rx denotes the LDOM corresponding to the
x-polarized source, the subscript0 indicates uniform space,
where we will assume the same index as that of the source-
containing layer, and we have assumed a source withx po-
larization. For structures with real refractive indices, the ra-
diated power according to Eq.s7d is a measure for the
LDOM, which can be seen as follows. For real structures, the
LDOM sor local density of statesd is given byf19g

rxsr d = − ImfGxxsr s,r = r s,k0
2,«rdg/p. s16d

HereGxx is thex component corresponding to anx-polarized
source term of the Green’s tensor, which for the considered
problem is defined byfsee Eq.s4dg

sk0
2 − 1/«r = 3 = 3 dG = Idsr − r sd, s17d

with I the unit matrix. Comparing Eqs.s7d, s16d, ands17d, it
can be seen thatsfor real refractive indicesd Pspxd, as calcu-
lated with Eq. s7d, is indeed proportional torx. With the
above, we are able to find an expression forrx,0. From Eq.
s17d, after derivingGxx in a similar way as Eqs.s13d and
s16d, it follows that

rx,0sk0
2,«rd = k0n

3/s6pd. s18d

Here rx,0 is the number of states corresponding toshered x
polarization per unit volume and per unit ofk0

2. The LDOM
per unit of angular frequency,v sa quantity more directly
related to the photon energyd, is then rx,0sv ,«rd
=n3v2/ s3p2c3d.

Next, we make a few remarks about the notation used in
the paper. The field solutions to Eqs.s4d and s5d for layered
structures in, say, layerq contain, for a given wave vector
parallel to the interfaces,k is;ky+kzd terms of the form
exps±gqxd, where

gq ; gq8 + ikx,q ; Îki
2 − k0

2nq
2, s19d

whereki= uk iu andnq
2s;«r,qd is the squared refractive index of

that layer. Throughout this paper, the sign of the square root
in Eq. s19d is chosen such thatgq8 is positive, unlessgq8
=0 swhich may occur for real refractive indicesd, in which
casekx,q is chosen positive.

As will be shown below, field solutions to the above equa-
tions can be expressed using reflectionsrd and transmission
std coefficients, which will be denoted as, e.g.,rqu and tqu,
where the subscripts indicate the considered layer stack. For
example,tqu is the coefficient for the transmission of an in-
coming beam in layerq to layeru, with a decaying field in
layeru. To simplify the notation, in this paper we will use the
subscripts to indicate reflection and transmission with the
x-position of the source as reference, e.g., in the case that
uÞ1 anduÞp, with layeru containing the sourcessee Fig.
1d,

rs1 = expf− 2gusxs − xu−1dgru1 s20d

and

tsp= expf− gusxu − xsdgtup. s21d

III. FIELD SOLUTIONS FOR THE 2D CASE

Below we will derive field solutions corresponding to a
radiating dipole in a layered structure, for the 2D case, as-
suming]y;0. The polarization is given by

P2D = p2Ddsx − xsddsz− zsd. s22d

Considering TEssd polarization first, the only electric field
component is alongy and we choose to solve Eq.s4d, which
leads with Eq.s22d to

s]xx + ]zz+ k0
2n2dEy = − v2m0P2D,y. s23d

The Fourier transform of Eq.s23d with respect toz is given
by

s]xx − kz
2 + k0

2n2dẼskz,xd = − C1dsx − xsd s24d

with Ẽskz,xd;e−`
` expsikzzdEysx,zddz/Î2p and C1

;v2m0p2D,y expsikzzsd /Î2p.
Equations24d is solved for the field inside layeru along

the following lines:sid the d function in Eq.s24d is approxi-
mated by 1/j in the intervalxs−j /2,x,xs+j /2; sii d in that
interval the field solution is the sum of the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous solutions to Eq.s24d given by

a+ expfgusx − xsdg + a− expf− gusx − xsdg + b;

siii d the field solutions forxu−1,x,xs−j /2 andxu.x.xs
+j /2 are proportional to expfgusx−xsdg+rs1 expf−gusx−xsdg
and expf−gusx−xsdg+rsp expfgusx−xsdg, respectively; and
sivd next, demanding that at the interfacesx=xs±j /2 the

ratio Ẽ/]xẼ is continuous, it follows after taking the limitj
→0 that

Ẽskz,xd = C2s1 + rspdhexpfgusx − xsdg

+ rs1 expf− gusx − xsdgj, xu−1 , x , xs, s25d

Ẽskz,xd = C2s1 + rs1dhexpf− gusx − xsdg

+ rsp expfgusx − xsdgj, xs , x , xu, s26d

where C2;C1/ f2gus1−rs1rspdg. The results allow for a
simple physical interpretation. For uniform spacesrs1=rsp

=0d, the field solutions correspond to up- and down-going
plane waves, both with amplitudeC1/ s2gud. Next, taking
into account multiple reflections, the solutionss25d ands26d
follow. For example, the amplitude of the up-going field just
abovexs follows from C1s1+rspds1+rs1rsp+rs1

2 rsp
2 . . .d / s2gud

=C2s1+rspd.
From the above, the field solutions at anyx value can be

derived with standard reflection and transmission laws, lead-
ing to

Ẽskz, xs8d = fC1/s2gud, s27d

with

f ; tss8Ns81
+ Nsp

+ /sDs1,spDs81,s8ud, xs8 , xs s28d

and
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f ; tss8Ns1
+ Ns8p

+ /sDs1,spDs8p,s8ud, xs8 . xs. s29d

For the above, and also for later, we introduced the following
definitions:

Nsq
± ; 1 ± rsq, Dsq,sw ; 1 − rsqrsw,

s = s or s8; q,w = 1 or p, s30d

and, to facilitate the notation, a subscripts8 to indicate the
consideredx value. Note that, ifv=u, Ds81,s8u=Ds8p,s8u=1, as
thenrs8u=0, and that then Eq.s27d agrees with Eqs.s25d and
s26d, as it should. The latter can be shown using equations
like sxs8 is inside layerud rs8u=0 andtss8=expf−guuxs8−xsug.

For TM spd polarization, we choose Eq.s5d as a starting
point, as then, for the 2D case with]y;0, only a single
magnetic field component,Hy, is involved. The equation to
be solved, for the considered layer system, is as follows:

ÔHy = − ivh= 3 p2Ddsx − xsddsz− zsdjy,

=ivh=s 3 p2Ddsx − xsddsz− zsdjy, s31d

with

Ô ; «r]x1/«r]x + ]zz+ k0
2«r

where the subscript in=s indicates differentiation with re-
spect toxs andzs.

Introducing the potentialAf;sAx,Azdg with

Hy = h=s 3 Ajy, s32d

it follows that

ÔAx/z = ivp2D,x/zdsx − xsddsz− zsd, s33d

where we have used that the operator=s sunlike =d com-

mutes withÔ. The two equationss33d can be solved, like Eq.
s23d, by considering again the Fourier transform with respect
to z. The result is

Ãx/zskz,xs8d = fC3,x/z/s2gud, s34d

whereC3,x/y;−ivp2D,x/z expsikzzsd /Î2p and f is defined by
Eqs.s28d ands29d, whereby now the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients correspond to TM polarization. The expres-
sion for the magnetic field solutions can be found using Eq.
s32d,

H̃yskz,xs8d = sikzfC3,x − guC3,zgd/s2gud, s35d

whereg;s]f /]xsd /gu is given by

g ; − tss8Ns81
+ Nsp

− /sDs1,spDs81,s8ud, xs8 , xs s36d

and

g ; tss8Ns1
− Ns8p

+ /sDs1,spDs8p,s8ud, xs8 . xs. s37d

To derive Eqs.s36d and s37d, we have used equations like
Eqs. s20d and s21d and also that the denominator inf does
not depend onxs, as long as the source remains in layeru.

Next, expressions for the corresponding electric fields can
be derived using Eq.s2d. The results are, forxsÞxs8,

Ẽxskz,xs8d = kzH̃yskz,xs8d/sv«0«r,vd s38d

and

Ẽzskz,xs8d = gvskzC3,xh1/gu + iC3,zh2d/s2v«0«r,vd, s39d

whereh1;s]f /]xs8d /gv is given by

h1 = tss8Ns81
− Nsp

+ /sDs1,spDs81,s8ud, xs8 , xs s40d

and

h1 ; − tss8Ns1
+ Ns8p

− /sDs1,spDs8p,s8ud, xs8 . xs. s41d

In Eq. s39d, h2 is defined by]g/]xs8;gvh2+2dsxs8−xsd, with

h2 = − tss8Ns81
− Nsp

− /sDs1,spDs81,s8ud, xs8 , xs s42d

and

h2 ; − tss8Ns1
− Ns8p

− /sDs1,spDs8p,s8ud, xs8 . xs. s43d

Next we discuss how to evaluate the back transform of the
field solution Eq.s27d; those corresponding to Eqs.s38d and
s39d can be found similarly. Considering Eq.s27d, it follows
that

Eysxs8,zs8d = C4E
−`

`

dkzf expfikzszs − zs8dg/gu,

C4 ; − v2m0p2D,y/s4pd. s44d

Any integration path betweenkz=−` andkz=` will lead to a
solution of Eq.s23d, as long as poles and branch cuts are
avoided. Below, we will discuss which integration path leads
to outgoing field solutions. Poles off, which correspond to
modes, occur in the complexkz plane for zeros of the term
Ds1,sp suÞ1 or pd occurring in Eqs.s28d ands29d. If u=1 or
p sDs1,sp=1d, modes correspond to poles ofrsp or rs1, respec-
tively. The termDs81,s8u sand equivalentlyDs8p,s8ud does not
introduce zeros in the denominator off, as will be made
plausible at the end of this section. Branch cuts off /gu occur
in so-called open systems, with semi-infinite layers 1 andp,
due to the double-valuedness ofg1/p occurring implicitly in
f /gu. It can be shown, by considering the expressions for
reflection and transmission occurring inf, that such branch
cuts do not occur forgq, with q indicating one of the inner
layers, i.e.,qÞ1 or p. This is related to the fact that in the
field solutions of the inner layers, both solutions exps±igqxd
occur. The latter holds also for the outermost layers if a
closed systemse.g., with electric walls as boundariesd is con-
sidered.

We first consider a uniforms2Dd open structure, with a
real indexn, and for simplicity it is assumed in the rest of
this section thatxs=zs=0. So, we may rewrite Eq.s44d as

Eysxs8,zs8d = C4E
−`

`

dkz exps− ikzzs8 − guxs8ud/g. s45d

As we are looking for outgoing field solutions, which should
decay for largeuxs8u, it seems natural to choose the integra-
tion path denoted byCout in Fig. 2 andgP I, where we use
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“I–IV” to indicate the four quadrants. The result issseef20g
for a related formulad

Eysxs8,zs8d = pC4H0
s2dsk0nrd, r ; Îxs8

2 + zs8
2 , s46d

i.e., the field is proportional to the zero-order Hankel func-
tion of the second kind, which is indeed an outgoing field
solution for the assumed time dependence expsivtd. Simi-
larly, integration along pathCin in Fig. 2, with gP IV, leads
to incoming field solutions, proportional to the zero-order
Hankel function of the first kind.

For layered structures, poles inf may occur on, below, or
above the realkz axis if loss and gain are considered. Note
that these poles always occur in pairs,kz= ±bm swith bm a
propagation constant andm labels the moded, due to the na-
ture of the modal field equation, corresponding to Eq.s23d
f18g. It is of importance to choose the correct integration
path relative to these poles in order to get the desiredsout-
goingd field solution. Below, we will make plausible that the
path should lie above the poles in I and below the poles in
III. To get rid of the branch cuts related tog1/p, a system
closed with electric wallssrw=−1d, at a large distance, is
considered. As a consequence, the continuous spectrum of
the radiation modes becomes discrete and poles appearsin fd,
approximately at positions indicated in Fig. 3ssee also
f21,22gd. The effect of the introduction of the walls onf is
that the reflection coefficientsr21 and rp−1,p soccurring im-
plicitly in fd are altered, e.g.,r21 has to be replaced by

r̃21 = fr21 + rw exps− 2g1d1dg/f1 + r21rw exps− 2g1d1dg,

s47d

with d1 the thickness of layer 1. Note thatr̃21 is indeed
single-valued, i.e., it remains unchanged ifg1 falso in r21

=sg2−g1d / sg2+g1d for TE, e.g.g changes sign, and also that
r̃21→ r21 if d1→`, if g1P I. The latter choice can always be
made if«1P III or IV, including the real axis, which implies
thatsneglecting negative refractive indicesd n1 has to be posi-
tive real or in IV si.e., absorbingd. As a consequence of the
above, the integrals alongCout ssee Fig. 3d are equivalent for
the open and closed systems, ifd1→`.

If zs8.0 s,0d, the pathCout can be closed with a semi-
circle with infinite radius in the lowersupperd complex kz
plane, thus encircling the poles in I and IVsII and IIId. Then,
for xs8Þ0 it follows that the integral over the semicircle
vanishesfdue to the presence of termstss8 and exps−ikzzs8d in
the integrandg, and so the integral alongCout contains the
contributions of all poles in I and IVsII and IIId, which are
proportional toemsxs8dexps−ibmuzs8ud, with bmP I or IV or on
the negative imaginary axissfor part of the poles if the struc-
ture is reald andemsxd the corresponding modal field. So, the
thus found field is, as desired, a sum of outgoing running
modes andsfor real structuresd decaying evanescent modes.
Here we also used that each pole occurring in the integrand
of Eq. s44d contributes to the integral with a term propor-
tional to emsxs8d, which can be seen as follows. Considering
first layeru, it can be shown from Eqs.s28d ands29d that at
a pole, wherers1=1/rsp, the residue off is proportional
to expfgusxs8−xu−1dg+ru1 expf−gusxs8−xu−1dg~emsxs8d, xs8
P layer u. From standard reflection and transmission laws, it
follows that the same holds forxs8 in any other layer, also for
the special case thatxs is positioned in one of the outer
layers. In a similar way, it can be shown from Eqs.s35d–s37d
that at a pole the residues of bothf andg, occurring in Eq.
s35d, are proportional tohmsxs8d, the corresponding modal
field.

From the above, it follows that the fieldEysxs8 ,zs8d in
layer u is a sum of modal field solutions. The fields in the
other layers are continuations of these. These can also be
constructed by the transfer matrix modelf22g, leading to
fields that are finite for allxs8, which follows from the nature
of the matrices involved. As a consequence, the only poles of
f foccurring in Eq.s27dg are due to the termDs1,sp, and the
termsDs81,s8u or Ds8p,s8u do not introduce extra poles.

IV. FIELD SOLUTIONS AND RADIATED POWER FOR
THE 3D CASE

We first consider TE polarization and consider the Fourier
transform, with respect to bothy andz, of the electric field
for a certain value of the in-plane wave vectork i ;ky+kz.
The coordinate system is rotated around thex axis such that
thez8 axis has the same direction ask i ssee Fig. 4d. Then, for
TE polarization the electric field corresponding tok i is di-
rected alongy8 and it follows according to a derivation as for
Eq. s27d that

Ẽy8
TEsk i,xs8d = fskidC5 expsik i · rsd/s2gud, s48d

with C5skid=v2m0spy cosu+pz sinud / s2pd, ki ;uk iu, and rs

;s0yszsdt. The electric field at a positionr s8 can now be
derived by back transformation of Eq.s48d. The result is

FIG. 2. Integration pathCout for the evaluation of outgoing
fields in a uniform structure. The pathCin can be used to find the
incoming fieldsssee textd.

FIG. 3. Typical locations of the poles off for a real structure
ssd, an absorbing structuressquaresd, and a structure with gains *d.
Fields can be evaluated by integrating along pathCout, or along the
part lying in the first quadrant,Cout

I ssee textd.
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Ey/z
TEsr s8d =HE

−`

`

dkydkz exps− ik i · rdfC6,y/z/guJYs4pd,

s49d

where C6,y;C5 cosu and C6,z;C5 sinu, and r;rs8−rs.
Changing to a cylindrical coordinate system forky and kz
leads to

Ey/z
TEsr s8d =E

0

`

dkikif/guE
0

2p

duC6,y/z

3expfikir sinsu − wdg/s4pd, s50d

wherew is the angle betweenr and the positivey axis ssee
Fig. 4d. The integration overu can be performed analytically.
Writing the dipole moment also in cylindrical coordinates,
and using the relation for the zero-order Bessel function
J0sjd=e0

2pda expsij sinad / s2pd f20g, and its derivatives
with respect toj sto deal with cosine and sine terms in the
integrandd and recurrence relations for the Bessel function
f20g, it follows after some standard manipulations that

Er/w
TE = v2m0pr/wE

0

`

dkikifCr/w
TE /s4pgud, s51d

with Cr
TE;J1skird / skird andCw

TE;J0skird−J1skird / skird. As
explained inf20g, the integrals51d can be rewritten in terms
of an integral over Hankel functionssof the same order as the
substituted Bessel functiond over the intervals−` ,`d, using
Jqsad=fHq

s1dsad+Hq
s2dsadg /2 and expressions relating

Hq
s1dsad andHq

s2ds−ad, q=0,1, . . . f23g. For example, for the
field alongr it follows that

Er
TE = v2m0prE

−`

`

dkifH1
s2dskird/s8prgud, s52d

where the origin of theki plane should be avoidedf20g as
there the Hankel function has a singularity. In light of the
discussion at the end of Sec. III, it can be seen that the
integration path for Eq.s52d has to beCout, as defined above
sbut avoiding the origind. Then, with similar arguments as
above, and considering the asymptotic behavior ofHq

s2d for
large r, it follows that for a closed system the fields52d
consists of outgoing modes. The fields of the separate modes

can be obtained by encircling the corresponding poles on
integrating. The total field can be evaluated from Eq.s51d
with the integration path the part ofCout lying in I, sayCout

I .
The above holds also for the open system, which may be
considered, with respect to the considered integrals, as a lim-
iting casesd1/p→`d of the closed system.

Using Eqs.s51d, s7d, andJ0s0d=1, uJ1sjd /juj=0=1/2, the
total radiated power for TE polarization can be expressed as

PTE = − v3m0/s16pd ImSE
0

`

dkikifsupiu2/guD , s53d

where fs;Ns1
+ Nsp

+ /Ds1,sp corresponds tofsxs=xs8d according
to Eq. s28d, and upi

2u;upy
2u+ upz

2u.
In order to find an expression for the power going into

TM modes, we choose to solve Eq.s5d, which can be written
for the considered planar structure as

ÔH = − iv = 3 P, Ô ; «r]x1/«r]x + ]yy + ]zz+ k0
2«r ,

s54d

and in the Fourier domain as

ÔH̃y8sk i,xs8d = ivh=s 3 pdsxs8 − xsdexpsik i · rsdjy8/s2pd,

s55d

with =s as defined below Eq.s33d. As in Sec. III, we define

a potentialÃf;sÃx0Ãz8d
tg, such thatH̃y8=h=s3 Ãjy8, so that

we may write

ÔÃsk i,xs8d = C7pdsxs8 − xsd, C7 = iv expsik i · rsd/s2pd.

s56d

Equation s56d can be solved for both thex and z8 vector
components, leading to

Ãsk i,xs8d = − C7pf/s2gud. s57d

The corresponding magnetic field solution is then

H̃y8sk i,xs8d = C7s− ikipxf + gupz8gd/s2gud, s58d

where pz8=pz cosu−py sinu. The corresponding electrical
fields can be calculated from Eq.s2d, leading to, forxsÞxs8,

Ẽx
TMsk i,xs8d = kiH̃y8/sv«0«r,vd s59d

and

Ẽz8
TMsk i,xs8d = C8s− ikih1px/gu + h2pz8d/s«0«r,vd, s60d

whereC8;gv expsik i ·rd / s4pd. After back transforming the
above, it follows, forxsÞxs8, that

Ex
TMsr s8d =E

−`

`

dkydkzski
2fpx/gu − ikigpz8d

3exps− ik i · rd/s8p2d/s«0«r,vd, s61d

FIG. 4. Definitions used for the rotation of the coordinate sys-
tem alongx, and for the transformation to a cylindrical coordinate
system.
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Ey/z
TMsr s8d =E

−`

`

dkydkzCy/zgvsikih1px/gu − h2pz8d

3exps− ik i · rd/s8p2d/s«0«r,vd s62d

with Cy=sinu andCz;−cosu. Similar to the TE case, Eqs.
s61d ands62d can be written in cylindrical coordinates, which
leads tosr sÞ r s8d

Ex
TMsr s8d =E

0

`

dkiski
3fpxJ0/gu + ki

2gprJ1d/s4p«0«r,vd,

s63d

Er
TMsr s8d =E

0

`

dkigvhkih2prfJ0 − J1/skirdg

− ki
2h1pxJ1/guj/s4p«0«r,vd, s64d

Ew
TMsr s8d =E

0

`

dkigvkih2pwJ1/skird/s4p«0«r,vd. s65d

Until now we did not bother about the contribution of terms
with d functions to the field solutions atr s=r s8. Instead of
going through the calculations again, we consider the field
solutionss51d and s63d–s65d for uniform spacesi.e., all re-
flection coefficients are zerod and compare the result with
field solutions13d. In so doing, it appears that we have to add
the terms −Px/ s«0«r,ud and −Py/z/ s3«0«r,ud to the thus far
given field solutions, with the corresponding polarization.

From Eqs.s63d–s65d and s7d, we derive for the outgoing
power for TM polarization

PTM = − v ImFE
0

`

dkiski
3fsupxu2/gu

+ kiguh2,supiu2/2dGY s8p«0«rd, s66d

where h2,s;−Ns1
− Nsp

− /Ds1,sp. Equations equivalent to Eqs.
s53d and s66d have been published before byf8,11g for the
evaluation of the power radiated into radiation modes and by
f16g for SE rates in lossy layered structures.

As a final remark, we note that the principle of reciprocity
appliesf20g to the field solutions given above. That is, the
field component atr s8 alongjsj=x,r ,wd due to a dipole at
pzsr sd, sz=x,r ,wd is equal to the field alongz at r s due to a
dipole pjsr s8d with pjsr s8d=pzsr sd. As an example, we will
show this for the TM case withj=r andz=x with xs8,xs.
Then, we have to compare the last term of Eq.s63d with that
of Eq. s64d. In the latter, we have to interchanger s andr s8, as
now the source is atr s8, and if we want to maintain the
definition r;rs8−rs it follows that we have to introduce a
minus sign inEr

TM. So, in order to prove reciprocity for the
considered example, it is sufficient to show that

gvh1sr s8,r sd/sgu«r,vd = gsr s,r s8d/«r,u, s67d

where the second arguments inh1 andg indicate the position
of the dipole. From the definitionss37d and s40d, we can
rewrite Eq.s67d as follows:

gvtss8Ns81
− Nsp

+ /sgu«r,vDs1,spDs81,s8ud

= ts8sNs81
− Nsp

+ /s«r,uDs81,s8pDsp,svd. s68d

We first note that the following holds:

«r,u
p gvtss8 = «r,v

p guts8s, p = 0 sTEd or 1 sTMd, s69d

a property that can be proved by induction starting with a
two-layer stack. Other required properties follow from stan-
dard theory,

rs1 = rsv + tss8ts8srs81/s1 − rs81rs8ud, s70d

rs8p = rs8u + tss8ts8srsp/s1 − rsprsvd. s71d

Substituting Eqs.s69d–s71d into Eq.s68d shows that Eq.s68d
holds.

V. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

As an illustration of the above formulas and also to dis-
cuss the effects of gain and loss, a number of applications of
the presented theory will be given. As a first example, a
system closed with magnetic walls atx= ±d, with real index
n1 in between, is considered. A dipole oscillating alongx is
positioned at x=0, and the wavelength is given byl
=1 mm ssee the inset of Fig. 5d. The relative LDOM can be
calculated from Eqs.s66d, s14d, and s15d. With rs1=rsp

=rw exps−2gdd, whereg;Îki
2−k0

2n1
2 and rw=−1 is the re-

flection coefficient of thesperfectlyd reflecting magnetic
walls, it follows that

rx/rx,0 = PTMspxd/P0 = − 1.5/sk0
3n1

3dImHE
0

`

dkifski
3/gJ ,

s72d

where fs;2 sinh2sgdd /sinhs2gdd and the integration runs
over the pathCout

I defined above. Note that poles offs will lie
on the realscorresponding to guided modes, if anyd and
imaginary scorresponding to evanescent modesd ki axes, so
that the contourCout

I may lie slightly above the realki axis
approaching that axis somewhat right ofki=k0n1, where the
integrand of Eq.s72d becomes purely real and so no longer
contributes to Eq.s72d. This way thesremovabled singularity
at ki=k0n1, whereg=0, is avoided.

An expression alternative to Eq.s72d can be obtained by
rewriting thepx-induced part of Eq.s63d as

Ex
TMsr s8d =E

−`

`

dkiki
3fpxH0

s2dskirs8sd/s8pg«0«rd, s73d

using similar arguments as for deriving Eq.s52d. Due to the
presence of the termtss8 and the asymptotic behaviorH0

s2d

,Î2/spkirss8d expf−iskirss8−p /4dg for largekirss8, the inte-
gration pathsCoutd of Eq. s73d can be closed by a semicircle
with infinite radius in the lowerki complex planessee also

Sec. IIId, leading to an integration contour, say,C̃out. The
radiated power can be written, according to Eq.s7d, as
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PTM = − v ImFE
C̃out

dkiki
3fsH0

s2dskirs8s → 0d

3upxu2/gGYs16p«0«rd. s74d

The integral can be rewritten using Gauchy’s residue theo-
rem. The poles offs occur for 2gd= imp, m=1,2, . . ., and so
for ki on the real and imaginary axes. At these poles, it fol-
lows for the numerator that 2hi sinsmp /2dj2=−2 if m is odd
and 0 otherwise, corresponding to symmetric and antisym-
metric modes, respectively. At the poles corresponding tom
odd, the derivative with respect toki of the denominator offs
is given by ] sinhs2gdd /]ki=f] sinhs2gdd /]gg / s]g /]kid
=−2dki /g. As RefH0

s2dskirs8s→0dg=1 for ki on the positive
real axis, and 0 forki on the negative imaginary axis, it
follows from Eq.s74d that

PTM = v o
real poles,m odd

ki
2/s8d«0«rd, s75d

where only poles on the positive realki axis contribute to the
radiated power.

The result of applying Eq.s72d, or equivalently Eq.s75d
with Eq. s7d, is given in Fig. 5. At low values ofd
s&0.2 mmd, there exist no guided modes, and so the radiated
power or LDOM is zero. The sudden rise inrx/rx,0 at d
<0.2 mm is related to the occurrence of the first guided
mode; at higherd values the oscillations inrx/rx,0 are due to
the appearance of higher-order modes. Note that at highd
values, rx/rx,0 approaches unity, i.e., the LDOM of the
closed system approaches that of the open system, as may be
expected.

As a second example, there is a source in a vacuum layer,
sandwiched between two grated structures, corresponding to,
if semi-infinite, omnidirectional mirrorsf24,25g ssee Fig. 6d.
The considered wavelength,l=1 mm, is approximately in
the middle of the transmission gap. It is assumed that the

dipole oscillates in they-z plane, i.e., both TE and TM waves
are excited. As the outermost layers have the highest index
sn1=np=3.4d, the system does not support any guided
modes, and all power is eventually radiated into the outer-
most layers. Figure 7 displays the relative power as a func-
tion of the position of the dipole inside the central layer, in
the presence ofsboth twiced a single unit cellsP=1d and
three unit cellssP=3d, as calculated with Eqs.s53d ands66d,
using an integration path in the first quadrant approaching
the realki axis right of 1k0 sto avoid the removable singular-
ity, due togu, at that positiond and ending at 3.4k0 swhere the
integrand becomes real, for realkid. For largex0 values, os-
cillations are observed which can be attributed to the pres-
ence of quasiguided modes with a considerable field inside
the central layer, both forP=1 and 3. The difference be-
tween these two situations is marginal, indicating that in both
cases the reflection coefficient is nearly the same. The in-
crease of the relative radiated power at smallx0 is attributed
to tunneling to states corresponding to modal indices in the
range 1–3.4. This is confirmed by results of calculations us-
ing an integration path in the first quadrant of theki plane,
between 0 and 1.01k0, as shown in Fig. 7.

As a final example, a three-layer system is consideredssee
the inset of Fig. 8d with a central guiding layer for different
values of the imaginary part of the index, Imsn2d;K
=0, ±0.05. A dipole oscillating alongx is assumed in layer 1,
at a distanced from the first interface. Both the wavelength
and the thickness of the central layer are assumed to be
1 mm. The total radiated power relative to that of uniform
spaceswith index 1.5d is calculated using Eq.s66d swith a
path above the pole belonging to the guided moded and Eq.
s7d. The results are given in Fig. 8, as well as the relative
power going into the guided mode in the case of real indices.
The latter has been calculated in a similar way as Eq.s75d,
i.e., by rewriting Eq.s63d in terms ofH0

s2d and using Eq.s7d
and Gauchy’s theorem. Note, as discussed in Sec. II, that for
structures with loss or gain, modal power is not well defined,
as modes are not orthogonalswith a power-related inner
productd. Considering the relative total radiated power, it can
be seen from Fig. 8 that for all three considered cases it goes
to unity for largerd values. However, for smalld the relative
total power becomes larger and largerssmaller and smallerd
and will go tosminusd infinity for K=−0.05s0.05d. This be-
havior can be understood from Eq.s66d by noting that for
real ki,

FIG. 5. Relative LDOM for a dipole oscillating alongx, in the
middle of a uniform structure closed with magnetic walls, as a
function d, with 2d the distance between these walls.

FIG. 6. Structure consisting of a source containing layer, with
indexn=1 and thicknessd=1 mm, in between two grated structures
with both P periods. The wavelength isl=1 mm.
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Imsfsd = Imsrs3d = exps− 2g1ddImsr13d

< exps− 2g1ddImsr12d, s76d

where the approximationsr13< r12d holds for largeki, and
where we have used thatrs1=0, as the source lies in layer 1.
Using, as follows from the expression forr12, that for largeki

Imsr12d<0.64 K, it follows indeed that the integrals66d
blows up for nonzeroK if d→0. As the main contributions
to the integral come from the region with largeki, the effect
is attributed to interactions of the oscillating dipole with eva-
nescent modes. So, for an oscillating dipole, too close to a
layer with loss or gain, the relative radiated power is not
equal to the relative LDOM, which is assigned to the use of
a localizedsd-function-liked source. For an extended source,
the overlap of the function describing the source distribution
with evanescent modes would rapidly decrease, due to an
increase of spatial frequency of the corresponding fields, for
increasingki. A more or less equivalent way to do so is by

the regularization proceduref17g mentioned above. By mul-
tiplying the integrand of Eq.s66d with L4/ sL4+ki

4d, using
L=25 mm−1, it can be seen in Fig. 8 that for the casesK
= ±0.05, the radiated power no longer diverges ifd→0.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A theory is presented for the evaluation of optical field
and power radiated by an oscillating dipole in a layered
structure, which may show loss or gain, except the outermost
layers of an open structure, which may not show gain. The
found expressions are easy to evaluate, without the need of
mode-searching routines. By encircling poles corresponding
to guided modes on integrating, also modal fields and, for
real indices only, modal power can be evaluated. For struc-
tures with real indices, the radiated power is a measure for
the local density of modes. This does not hold for a source in
a layer with loss or gain, where the radiated power becomes
infinite. The latter is attributed to interaction of the dipole
source with evanescent modes, and may probably be avoided
by assuming an extended, rather than a localized, source.
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FIG. 7. Relative LDOM as a function of dipole position of the
structure given by Fig. 6 withP=1 stop figured and 3 sbottom
figured. The subscript 1.01 refers to integration in the first quadrant
of the ki plane between 0 and 1.01k0 ssee textd.

FIG. 8. Relative power radiated by a dipole oscillating alongx,
as a function of its distance,d, from the first interface of the con-
sidered structuressee insetd, for real indicessK=0d, absorption, and
gain sK= ±0.05d. The relative power going into the guidedsTMd
mode can only be calculated for the case of real indices. The curves
with the 1 ands symbols have been evaluated using the regular-
ization proceduressee textd with L=25 mm−1 for K= ±0.05.
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